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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This is a report on a study conducted for Children's Television

Workshop on the pdrformance of'Sesame Street and the Electric

Company in ghetto areas.

The primary objeciitives of this study are:

1. To determine the extent to which Sesame Street is

continuing to successfully reach underprivileged pre-

school children and compare its current performance
a)

with henCh mark data from the previous studies in

1970 and 1971.

;

2. To develop initial bench mark readings of

dand.irequency of "at-home.viewing of the

Company program among preschool age hetto

tytric

children.

; Other purposs of the study in u e:

...Comparing the penetretidof Sesame Str et.in

different cities; and /n weekdays versus

weekends, at differdnt times of the day, and

on diffeitp chanAels within each city.

4
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...Ascertaining the number of school age childien

who continue to watch Sesame Stre'etdespite

the advent of the Electric Company.- i

...Obtaining It 'mother,'s impressions of the
1

long range effect of previous Sesame Street

viewing on children now in school.
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SECTION II

RESEARCH DESIGN AND.,METHODOLOGY

The Research Design

This study covers the same four

I

or ghetto areas covered in 440

'the studies conducted in 1970 and 1971--Bedford Stuyvesant and

ar...

East Harlem in NewilYork City; the innet city of Washington',

D.C. and the Black slums of Chicago.

d \

,We used identical samOling instructions, field interviewing pro-

cedurei, validation techniques, and, where possible, parallel

questions to the prgvious studies:. This enabled us to guarantee

reliable and projectable results and to draw valid comparisons

with the 1970 and 1971 studies.

The questionnaire was designed to yield %both factual data about

viewing habits of Ses?me Street and the Electiiq Company and

attitudinA data based on Jerbatim opinions.

Qualifications of Respondents

To qualify for the interview, a respondent had to either have

children between the ages of 2and 5 who were-neither in day care

not nursery schools duringthe day, o to care far other children

of the same age on a regular (5 day a, week) basis in the house-,

hold in which the interview was conducted.

6



All interviewing was done during the day to insure that the

mother or babysitters were at home during these hours and could

speak from firsthand knowledge.

The second qualification was that there had to be at leaSt one

television set in working order in thf.-househOld.

The Sample Procedure dir

The samples were designed to insure maximum representation bf

each area, and-to minimize any bias due to either the clustering

of the interviews or possible interest generated by the appear-
,

ance of the interviewers in the area. For example, g total of

34 sampling points were used in Bedford StuyisdSari;t, 27 in East

Harlem, 30 in Chica and 30 in Washington, D. C. In each sam-
,

pling point, each interviewer was given a starting point, and a

route to follow. When it was necessary fdi an interviewer to

return to the sample point for a second day to completeher ai-

signment, she was given a second starting point and 1.outing.

-Listing sheets were kgpt to account for those not at home, those

ineligible to be interviewed, and refusals.

The final sample included 1,217 interviews from four typical

ghetto communities- -three Black and one of predominately Spanish

'background. Ninety-nine pdr cent of 'the households interviewed'

were Black or Puerto Rican. In other words, the study really

surveyed the underprivileged community.
kit

7
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Field Interviewing

All interviewing was conduCted by.alack or Spanish speaking in-

tarviewers living within or adjacent to the area in which they

were interviewing. No-one was assigned more than tub sampling

points. Despite nearly all of the interviewers having had pre-

vious interviewing experience, each was specifically. trained for

this particular project.
Sep

Validation

Close 100 per cent validation was made:.of all-completed inter-

views. Respondents were asked whether or not they'd been inter-

viewed, and the subject of the interview. 'Also, questions were

asked about Sesame Street viewing and demographic characteristics

of the,household. Each ogpipleted interview was alio.rcadand.care-
, .

fully checked by the project directors as an additional validity
.

1

oheck.
1

I

%The Retrt
f

or theliconvenience of the reader, the study is organized in the

followAg way:

Over all findingeand 'conclusions for the four areas

arcovered in the Overview (Section III). Included
4

in the overview are summarytables showing compara-
-

tive data for this year and 1970 and 1971 for each

of the four sampled areas on all tA majo1 trend,

meaturements.

8.
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In Section IV, more detailed findings are reported and

where there are meaningful differences comparisons are
- e

drawh between the ,four communities and betw een this and

-the two previous studies.

Section V, the final section', oontains a sample of

verbatim quotes as follows:

.Mothers' and childien's responses to the ques-

tion,'"What do you 'particularly like.about

*Sesame Street ?"

Mothers' responses to the question, "How has

fwatching Ses me Street in the last fewyears

made a diffe-ence to your children who are

now in school?"

Mothers' responses tothe question, What have ,

your children who are 6 to 11 years old told

ygu about seer the TV program the,EleOtric

Company at-school?"

9
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Sample

".1

40

NuMber of
Respondents

Community
No.

Bedford Stuyvesant 344

East Harlem, 270

Chicago 300

4 #: -.

Washington, D. C. 301 :4",

..
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SECTION III

.

l' OVERVIEW

..

4

_ \
Three major themes Wominate the results of the 1973.study cori-

,. .

. .
. .

. '.ducted for the Children's Television Workshop inthe ghetto areas
.

of New York (Bedford S.tuyvesant and East Harlem), Chicago ands`

Washington, D.C.

.

Sqsame Street has become virtually an institution with
,

,

ghetto children. The program's role in the.communi-

ties continues to be an enormously popular' and:meaning-

ful one; its,penet,ration and `frequency df Viewing

. - r

.

8

s

.s

'I
continues to grow with each passing year. r

# .
,

- Sesallip.StreWe pulling power is so forceful and
. 4

. .

potent that even the problems of being limited to
. .

.
.

difficult-to-tune-in UHF channels do not slow down for

long the prograM's growth rate. Nor did loses sub--

fered"in New York City when the program went off com-

mercial television last long. Penetratio4, in Bedford

Stuyvesank. for example, isback to the 1970 high,i'figure.

e

The Electric Company, developed-as a program for
1

. , I 4
. ,

school aged children, has already developed a qignifl-
,

cant at-:home viewing audience among the ypunger 2 to.5

year olds, as well. -
4

.
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Our assessment of the progress

1971 reading is based on seven

4

made by Sesame Street since the

major criteria:

.

1. Penetrationthe number of households where a quali-

fied 2-5,year old child now watches Sesame Street.

2. Frequency of viewing c Sesame Street,

3. Program loyaltythe agility of Sesame Street to hold

children's interest from year to year.
. %.

. t
. .

4. Regularity of Saturday viewing.

5. Viewing of Sesame Street by older children. 4

't4 .
I

4_
6. The role of Sesame Street.

:. ,

I i

.7. The mothers' assessment of what earlier Sesame Street

1/.viewing has meant to-older ichildkennowijn school..,
. ,,,

40r,
. .

The results on all counts are favorable. Indeed, on the basis of

40'

4

other similai studies we might well by now haveanOcipated a

lepeling off o/ dIcline in Sesame Street viewing. Instead, the

program has become virtually an institution -with ghetto children.

1. Penetration

In 1973, Sesame Street achieyed new highs in penetra-
.

tion. Penetration figures for the four oitiestare

.1/ New question asked only in 1973.

12
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based on positive responsesbto the questcon:.'"Do the

children' ever watch Sesame St4et?"

P

Current Reach on Penetration

Bedford Stuyvesant

1973 1971 1970

92 77 90'

East Harlem. 94 86 78

Chicago 97 95 88

o. Washingtbn, D. C. 67 59, 32

In 1973, Sesame Street regained the franchise it had

in Bedford Stuyvesant where it suffered a loss in 1971

when the program went off commercial TV and was sten

mainly on Channel 13. It is now back at its previous

19701penetration levels. Penetration gains were also

made in Washington, D. C.,where the program is still,

only available on UHF, and iri East Harlem. The al-

most total penetration of the program in Chicago was
.

a maintained. The net -result: gains in Bedford

t. Stuyvesant, East Harem and Washington, D. C.; almost

total penetration" in Chicago maintained.

1'

13
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equilcy of viewing also rose. As the best meoure of

.frequency, we have used the number of households in

which Sesame Street was viewed during the same or

previpus day as the interview.

Watched Sesame Street Today or Yesterday

1973 1971

Bedford Stuyvesant r 75 46

East Harlem 62 66

Chicago ' 70 64

Washington, D. C. 32 25

Bedford Stuyvesant, Chicago and Washington, D. C.

1970

72

74

57 k.

23

all

show.significant increases in today or yesterday view-

ing; East Harlem hdlds .its The most impressive '

gain has taken place in Bedford Stuyvesant where it is

apparent that the Sesame Street "habit" has once again

taken over.

3. Program Loyalty

One test of the continuing appeal of Sesame Street is

the loyalty of the preschool aged children who con-

tinue to watch the program from year to year. The

14
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significant role that Sesame Street plays in these chil-'

dten's lives is attested to by the fact that the major-
.

ity 9f the children watching the program have been

watching it for well over a year or more. Fcir example,

in Bedford Stuyvesant among viewing households, 72 per

' cent of the mothers say that the children have been

watching it. for over a year. The sane response is

given by 63 per cent of the respondpnts in East Harlem

and 75 per. cent in Chicago. rn Washington, D. C.,

.where the audience has been expanding at a fist rate
. 1

since its lower 1970 start, the figure is 50 per cent.

4. Saturday Viewing

The figures for Saturday viewing are based, on children

who watch Sesame Street every Saturday with the viewing

time ranging from less than one 'hour to three or more

hours.

Watch Sesame Street EveKx Saturday--
1/

1973 1971

Bedford Stnyve'sant .65 34
East l3arlem 57 58
'Chicago. 56 52
WaihingEon, D. C. 17 21

1/ Results are based on responses
from households in which the
child watched Sesame Street in
the last two weeks rather than
"ever watch." Figures are not
available for 1970.

15
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3
Saturday viadrig of Sesame Street has become a far more.

regular ( in Bedflbxd Stuyvesant than. in 1971.

In the other areas, viewing has held at previous

A

5. Viewing by Older Children

Questions were also asked about/the viewing of any

'children in the household betty en'the ages of 6 dnd 11.

I

Viewing of Sesame'Street

by Childre\,6 to 11

3,973 1971

Bedford Stuyvesant / 82 80

East Harlem 94 72

Chicago 93 81'

Washington, D. C. 67 78

Sesame Stleet continues to hold considerable+ettrac-
I.

'tion for younger school age children. As the results

indicate, in households where there are both LA,

school andschotrl age children, the older children

like to come home and watch the program.during,their

free hoUrs. 'in Chicgo.and in East Harlemilvieving
0 %

0

"1

13
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by ol r children has no;4 reach'ed the 90 per.ce

levels

The Role of Sesame. Street in the Ghetto Communities

The mothers continue to recognize, and appreciate the

educational role of Sesame Street. Ah in the past,
4

`they describliow the program help.s to better prepare

their children forschool and to teach them toscount

read and knOW the alphabet. ,Spanish speaking mOtherd,

in particular, are grateful for the help the progr4m .

provides ,in teaching English to their children.

The next table shows a summary of the remarks of the.

mothers to the question: "what do you particularly

like about Sesame Street .as a program,forchildren?":

p

14
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What,Mothe-rs Like About Sesame Stret as z;. Pr aram for Children*

Bd4ational aspects
J.

EqVertainment aspects

?L1 other comments

(Volunteered responses)
0

Bedford
Stuyvesant

4

*1973 1971

,84

t.
7

t

9

'Fast
Harlem C icaoo'

a

Washington
D. C.

1973 1971 197 19,71 1973 1971

L"..

84

8

-t

%

84

9

7

%

84 .

3

14

%

85

8

7

,

V

69

18

%

SO

8

12

%

65

16

19

0

* ;14epercentaged on the basis of 100% of the total volunteered comments fOr

\

`,each city.

18
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As ir) the past, too, the children keep talking about,

both the tun and learning aspects of the program. Big

Bird, in particular, continues to....12e the favorite of

favorites. The ease and familiarity with which the

tots talk about the program is still further evidence

of how much a part of their daily life--and "family"

Sesame Str t has become.

7. 'Mothers' Assessment of What Earlier Sesame
Street Viewing Has-Meant to Older
Children Now in School

V

. Sesame Street has now been on the air for several

years, and there is now a generation of ghetto chil-

dren who were exposed to the program in the\ir pre-

school years. This year for the first time, mothers

were asked:' "In your opinion do you feel that

watching Sesame Street in the. last few Years has made'

any difference to your children who are now in school?"

The "made a difference" group is based on the:responses

of the mothers, and excludes households in which some-

one other than the mother was present.

Sesame Street Made a Difference

to Children Now in School

O

Bedford Stuyvesant 92
East Harlem 92
Chicago 89
Washington, D. C. 84

k

19

16
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j
The mothers' main answer: A strong vote of "yes."

. Their main reasons:. "It taught the children how to

count"; "It hetped them learn the alphabet and rea&;

"Helped to prepare them' for school and made it easier";

and ariong Spanish speaking mothers: "It helped .the

children to learn'English."
4

The Electric Company

While the main target of the Electric Company is not the pre-

school aged child, the program has' begun-to,find many occasional

and a solid number of regular viewers even among this age group.
A

One reason foi this may be the older children coming home and

talking about seeing the program at school. Our evaluation of
. .

the Electric Company takes these' factors into account:

1. The number of mothers who report that the older chil-

dren have come home talking about) the Electric Company.

2. The Electric Company's penetration and frequency of

viewing among preschool'aged children.

1. The limber of School Age Children Who Talk About
the Program

School aged children in goodly numbers 'come home talk-

ing about the Electric Company: The answer to the

question--"Have your children who are 6 to 11 years of
. M

2U

17
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age ever mentioned-seeing'the TV program,' the Electric

'Company, at school?" are'summarized In the following

/*\

1,

4

Children 6'to711 Mentioned Seeing

the lliecttit%Comparly at School.

Bedford Stuyvesant 61

East Harlem 53

Chicago 38

Washington, D. C. 24

These figures have to be,,studied in.the context of how

much the program is shown within the school system in

each city, but the figures for NeW"York City (Bedford

Stuyvesant and East Harlem) strongly. suggest that the

program has created 'a stir and interest among grade

-school agechildren. According to ,the adults who have

hea-ga the children speak about the program, it is

thoroughly liked by theyoungbters. Some of the women

report, for example, that the childr.en come home sing-

ing the theme song.

21
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.
2. Viewing .of the Electrit:Companybythe 2 to 5

Year Olds

The'Electric Company, a far' newer' entry than Sesame

%Street, has developed' a broad' and substantial audience
1

'among the 2 to 5 yetr oldsl'even'in' Washingtoh, D. C.,
.

where it runs into the same UHF' problems as Sesame,
. .

Street did several years ago.

Viewing of the E'rettrir Company by

Children 2 to. 5 Years of Age,

Total Watched
Ever Yesterday/

Watch Today

/4
Bedford Stuyvesant 55 ',32

East Harlem 54 23

Chicago 66 36

Washington, D. C. . 23 10

In New-York and Chicago', the Eledtric Company has al-

ready reached more than 1 out of-2.ghetto householdi

in which there is a young child (2 to 5 year of age)

not attending nursery school or day care centers. The

figures are Particillarly'impressive in Chicago where

the program has a 66 per cent penetration.
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SECTION IV

DETAILED FINDINGS
4 .

A.

z

20

Finding.#1: Penetration: Sesame Street has increased its

penetration into the ghetto communities since the time of the

last reading:

...In Bedford Stuyvesant, The Sesame Street "habit" is

once again strong. The program has by now recovered

the audience it lost when it went of commercial tele-

vision.
it

4

...In East Harlem, penetration levels went up 8iper

cent since 1971.

4,

...In Washington, gains were also registered. What is

perhaps even more noteworthy is the fact that the .

program's audience in the C'apitol has doubled since'

,

o

1970 in spite of the fact that it is only available

on relatively hard-to-dial UHF frequency.

...In Chicago, the near saturation level of 1971 has

been 'sustained.1)

23
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,

Current Sesame Street Penetration .

1973 1971 1970

Bedford Stuyvesant 92 77 91

East Harlem 94 86 78 4

Chicago 97 95 88
.

Washington, D. C. 67 59 33

t

%

1 Finding #2: Today or Yesterday Viewing: As one measure of

frequency we asked when the child had last watched Sesame

Street.4 / r

R

Bedford Stuyvesant, Chicago and Washington, D. C. all showed

significant. increases over 1971 in today or yesterday viewing.

..

+

The East Harlem level remained essentially the same.

*

..,
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. When Sesame -Strdqt Was Last Watched

Bedford
o Stuyvesant

1973 4'1471

. .

Watch Sesame Str et id 2
77.

. . . r.
,#

Today or, yesterday ' 75 VS

3 .- 6 days ago 13
14
.-.tt 11

'1 - 2 weeks agog 2 '6"

'-lore than 2 weeks ago % . 1 6

dot SLIM
4

1 8

w

r
2 5

East Harlem

1970 1973 1971 1970

,
'90 94 86 78

72 62 66 74

12 23 15 ,

5 . 7 3 1

- 1 - --

1 1. 2 3

.44

4
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61
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t

Washington, I
Chicago D. C. .1 '

1973 1971 -4.97.0 1973 1971 1.970:14:

97 '95

70 64

22 10

2

1 ,

, E

3

9

'9

I

32 25

V

88. 67 59 32

.

23.57

19 14 13

5 7 8 . 1

....

3 7 4 -- SO

4 7 9

4

4

.1"

. ,
.

1

1

26 , 1

... .

N
1
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Finding #3: Regular Daily Viewing: As another meappee of

frequency respondents were asked about how Qften the child

swatches Sesame.atreet in an average week. The resultsshow

that gains in penetration .07ere'matche'd by impressive increases

jin the number "of daily viewers in Bedford Stuyvesant, Chicago

and Washington, D. C.

The most dramatic' improvement took place in Bedford Stuyvesint,

with` viewing returning to its 1970 levels. About 7 out of to

children now watchSeiame Street at least onqpa day in the

Brocklyavvomwnity.

In Chicago wh*ere,penetration is nearly toterfregu'ency continues

to increase. Significant gains ere also made in Washington,

D. C.

In East Harlem, regular daily viewing remained at the previous

60 pSr cent level.

2 7

24
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Frequency of Viewing of Sesame Street'

f.

WatChed Sesame Street

Bedford
Stuyvesant East.aarlem

1973 1971 1970 1973 1971 1970

within the last two weeks' 90 64 90 91 , 84 78

t.,

Once a day'or morev 70 31 68 60 60 55

4- 5 times a week 10 14 5 7 8 10

2 - 3 times a week. , '7 14 6 17 15 6'

Irrigularly 2 4 6 5 1 -

Not sure 1 * * 5 2 7

o

$

** L'ess than 0.5%.

28

.
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Washington,
Chicago D. C.

al

1973 1971 1970 1973 1971 1970

le

94 77 81 51 46 32

76 6 50 30 23 16

9 8 10 6 114 *6

7, 5 9 13 9 7

i 1 5 1 2 2

1 7 1 1 1
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Finding *4: Saturday Viewing: Nearly 2 out of 3 respondents

from Bedford Stuyvesant report that their 2 to5 year old

children watch Sesame Street regularly on Saturday. This is

nearly double the 1971 figure. A substantial portion of these

viewers (a%) watch the program three or more hours every

Saturday.
,

.

In the other three areas Saturday view.ng remained at about

the 1971 level.

'Frequency of Viewing on Saturdays
1/

I )

i - A
A

$

Bedford
Stuyvesant

East
Harlem

1973 1971 1973 1971,

Watched Sesame Street within .

the last two weeks 90 ...64 91 .84

I

One hou or lest every Satuday 27 '' 7 I 24 18

More than one hour and less
than t.hree'hours every Saturday, 17. 17 24 28

Three hours or more every
Saturday' . 21 10

w"

9 12

Every other Saturday 4 4 3 1

About one Saturday a month 1. 2 1 -
.

Irregularly 5 9 . 6 7

Never on Saturday 9 10 -20 12

,

. :
.

Not sure 6 5 4 6

_,
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Chicago
t Washington,

D. C.

1973 1971\ 1973 '1971

<1,4.

94 /t..;-7 51 46

'24 20 10 8

24 18 3 8

8 14 4 5

4 3
.

3 4

1 7 1. 1

10 . 6 5 3

1,3 7 20 13

10 7. 5 4
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Finding #5: Sunday Viewing: Although the program h.;s been

telecast on. Sundays only a relatively shOrt time and is shown

only once a day it has attracted a large number of viewers in

the three areas where it is shown= -East Harlem, Bedford

Stuyvesant and Chicago. Abbut 4 out of 3n_114.1dren watch the
-

program at least occasionally_on Sunday in all three* areas and

a sujstantial number of children'watch it every Sunday:

3'2



Frequency of Sunday Viewing of Sesame Street--
1/

Base: Watched Sesame Street
within last two weeks

Bedford 2/ East 2/
Stuy:::L' :-:t Harlem Chicago

90

("UT)
91 94

{DTC7i)(100%)

Every Sunday '22 29 17

Every other Sunday 9 6 6

About one Sunday a month 2 2 3

Irregularly 12 12 15

Never 38 43 43

Not sure 17 8 16

1/ Not shown on Sunday in Washington.
0.

2/ Not shown on Sunday in 1971.

Finding #6:

overwhelming

studied rate

fairly good.

Sesame Street Reception on Television Sets The

majority of respondents in all the communities

the reception of Sesame Street as very good or

33 .
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Quality., of Sesame Stleet Reception on TV Set

Bedford East Washington,
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D: C.

Base: Watched Sesame
Street within last
two weeks

90 91 94 67
(TOTT) (rum- (Tinn)' - (TM)

Very good
,

Fairly good ,

Not very good

Not at all good

* *

83 89 ,82 74

17 9 15 18

** 2 2 8

- 1

Less than 0.5%.

IP+
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Finding #7: Tuning in of Sesame Street: In the homes of the

majority of viewers it is the child who makes the decision to

watch Sesame Street and who personally tunes in the program.

This is even true in Washington, D. C. where tuning in Sesame

Street means that the child must cope with UHF. A comparison

of the current results with 1971 findings in Washington indi-

cates that a growing percentage of children. have adjusted to

the program being on UHF and are learning to tune it in there.

These would appear to have contributed significantly to the

programis'imprdved penetration in that area.

S
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Watched in last two
week

Ault - -

'Child

Child asks
...

Depends

ntsre

Who Tunes in Sesame Street

Bedford ` East
Stuyvesant Harlem

1971

%'

84

1973 1971 1973

90 64 91

29 22 29

49 .33 50

10 3 4

1 6 8

36

35

45

1
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Chicago
Washington,

D. AC.

1973

94

36

44

:1 '

3

1971 1973 1971

77

2

5

8

67

19

37

4

7

44

17

20

4

37
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How Sesame reet Was First Heard About

Started watching Sesame Street witin last year

jeard TV announcement

Recommended by friend/teacher/older child

Saw literature/newspaper article

Sesame Street.books/magazines/records

:hild heard about it

38

JP,

b

** Less than '0.5%.
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Bedford
Stuyvesant

East
Harlem

1973 1971 1973 1971

23 20 25 . 24

8 7 11 10

9 8 12 12.

3 2 ** 1

3

2 1 2 1

39

Washing'
Chicago D. C

1973

20

3 .

=7

2

2

1971 1973.

33 22

10 4

/4 9

2 1
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Finding #9: Program Loyalty: One of the most impressive as-

pects of the Ses6me Street picture is the evidence of its Con7

tinuing appeal fo-r young viewers from year to year: In Bedford

Stuyvesant, for example, 7 of ,10 viewers have been watching the

program for over a year. In East Harleffand Chicago the major

ity of .viewers have also watched for more than a year. In %

Washingtonl.D. C. where the audience hag keen expanding rapidly
.

from alower 1970 level, about half the viewers have watched

for over a year.

40
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Length of Time Children Have Watched Sesame Street

\

Watched Sesame Street

withfzi last two weeks

Bedford
Stuyvesant

East
Harlem Chicago

1973 1971

64

1973 1971 1973 1971

90 91 84 94

k

77

Less than 3 months 5 ' 2 11 1 4 2

. ,

3 - 6 months. 7 9 9 14 9 11

.7-4.-11 months 11 9 5 9 7 20

1 - 2 years. 37 25 32 41, 45 27

2 years and over 27 17 26 19 25 10

et

Finding #10: New York City Weekday Viewing Habits: Channel

A'
.

.

'13 attracts most of the morning and afternoon viewers in both

..

4

Washington,
D. C.

1973 1971

sr 46

6 4

'10 11.

6 10

13 12

11 '6

$.
Bedford Stuyvesant,and East Harlem. The 9:00 a.m. slot provides

the most pulling power.

41



Pattern of Weekday Viewing of Sesame Street

in Bedford Stuyvesant and East Harlem-

Base: Watch on'weekdays

9:00 - 10:00 .a.m: (Channel' 13)

1:00 - 2:00' p.m. (Channel 31)

4:00 - 5:00 p.m. (Channel 13)

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. (Channel 31)

6:00 - 7:00 p.m. (Chadhel 25)

c Bedford
Stuyvesant

Watched
When Moss.

Watched* 'Often

39

East Harlem
a c

When Mos
Watched* Ofte

% % % . %

90 90 91 91
(100%) (100%) . (100%) (100

22. 10

36 ` 22

12 7

1

68 60 70" 5-9

13

50

20

9

* Adds to over 100% because some children
watch during more than one time period.

42
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24
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Finding #11: Chicago Weekday Viewing Habits: Sesame Street

vie ing in Chicago is much more widely distributed throughout

e day than in New York.

Channel 20 outdraws Channelill by a substantial margin. This ,

may be due to the program 'only being Shown once daili? at 7:00

p.m..on'Channel 11.

Here, as in New York, the 9:00 a.m. time slot draws the most,

viewers. But it is folloWed closely by the 3:30 p.M. showing

on the same channel.

I

43
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Pattern of Weekday Viewing of Sesame Street

in Chicago

base: Watch on Weekdays (94%)

When
Watched*

Watched
Most

Often

7:00 - 8:00 a.m. (Channel 11) 31 17
,

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. (Ch.inne1/20) 63 36

3:30 - 4:30 p.m. (Channel 20) 53 29
4

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. (Channel 20) 33 16

Not sure 2 2

* Adds to over 100% because some children
watch during more than one time period.

a

44
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Pattern of Weekday Viewing of Sesame Street

in Washington, D. C.

Base: Watch on Weekdays (51%)

(Channel 26)

Watched
When . Most

Watched* Often

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. 60 48

4:00 - 5:00 p.m. 49 35

6(00 - 7:00 park 24 14

Not sure 3 3

* Adds to over 100% because some children
watch during more than one time period.

Finding *12: Washington Weekday Viewing Habits: In

Wlishington,D. C. where Sesame Street is available only three

times daily on the same UHF channel, the 9:00 a.m. showing is

somewhat more popular than the 4:00 to.5:00 p.m. time slot. The

6:00 p.m. showing has little appeal.' 45
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Finding #13: Saturday Viewing Habits in New York City: Al-

though Sesame Street is on Channel 13 five times each Saturday

a majority in both Seaford Stuyvesant and East Hqrlem follow

the weekday halAt and watch the 9:00 a.m. showing most often.

Pattern of Saturday Viewing of Sesame Street

in Bedford Stuyvesant and East Harlem
L./

(Channel 13)

Bedford
Stuyvesant East Harlem

Watched Watched
When Most When Most

Watched* Often Watched* -. Often
*

Base: Watch on Saturday 87 87 67 67

arm (100 %) (on) (W M,

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

11:00 - 12 noon

12:30 - 1:30 p.M.

/
3:00 7-4-1-00 p.m.

4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

NOt sure

58 57 62 55

29 10 25 11

17 10 20 6

c 18 7 24 10

A 12 4 15 4

8 8 12 14

-4

* Adds to over 100% because some children . .

watch during more than one time period.

4C
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Finding fl4: Saturday Viewing Habits in Chicago: Saturday

viewing in Chicago is concentrated more in the morning than

weekday viewing. Sesame Street is shown six times on gatirdiy--

all on Channel 20. It is watched most often at 10:00 a.m.,

followed by the 8:30 a.m. showing. Together these two tirl

'slots attract a majority of the Saturday audience.

Finding 415: Saturday Viewing Habits in Washington: The

number of Saturday viewers in Washington, D. C. is somewhat

smaller than in the other three ghetto areas in the study. This

audience has only two time periods available to it. A majority

choose'the 9:00 a.m. show most often.

k
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Pattern of Saturday Viewing of Sesame Street

in Washington, D. C.

Base: Watch on Saturdays 31%)

(Channel 26)

$

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m - 12:00 noon

Watched
When Most

Watched Often

74.
a

72

29 12

Not sure . 22 . 16

*

ll

-

48

1

t

e

$
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Finding #16: What Mothers Like About the Sesame Street

Program: In all four communities surveyed mothers mentioned

educational aspects most to describe what they like best about

the program.

Among the specific benefits cited most often were learning to

count, learning the alphabet, learning to read and spell and

preparation for kindergarten. The importance and success of

the innovative teaching methods in gaining and holding the at-

tention of the children is fully recognized by mothers.

East Harlem mothers particularly appreciate the program's bi-

lingual approach and the role it plays in helping improve their

children's' English.

ti
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Watched within last two weeks

Educational Aspects

Teaches them to count

Learning alphabet

Teaching methods/prepares
for kindergarten

Teaches spelling/reading'

Improves their English -

Learn shapes/colors/drawing
Songs/music

Entertainment Aspects-

Puppets/anipals
Big Bird
Games/puzzles

Helps Mother

Keeps children occupiEd

Character Building Aspects

Learn to get along with others/

all races
Learn ifight and wrong

All other.

50
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Bedford East WashingtoStuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.,

1973 1971 1973 1971 1973 1971 1973 197

%.

90 64 91

44 27 40
40 15 33

30 26 .23
16 5
10 2 2

3 3
6 6 6\

* *

% %

84 94 77 SI

33 32 12 1522 28 9 13

21 32 28 14
7 8 1 4

10 6 1 2
4 8 2
5 A 5 2

45

10
9

13
2
-
-
3

6
3
1

5
1
2

- 8
3
3

2
-
2

4
2
3

12 4
2 **
1 1

4
2
1

3 4 5 12 6, 8 , 4 2

3 2 ** 2 ** 1 **
2 1 1

5 2 5 5 1 4 3.9

,..ess than 0.54.
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Finding #17: What Children 2-5 Years of Age Like About Sesame

Street: For preschool children' Sesame Street is fun, not a

chore. The volunteered comments from children indicate that '

many of theyppreciate what it teaches them. But the main res-
i

sage that shines through is that they're having fun while they

learn.

The most identifiable specific characters are old favorites.

Foremost among these is Big Bird, followed by Oscar. The

Cookerlronsterseems to have gained substantially in popular-

ity.

The children cite learning to count, learning the alphabet and

learning the songs as the educational aspects they enjoy most.

52
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Learning Aspects

What.Children Like About Sesame Street

(Based on remarks of children aged 2-5

. Bedford East - Washingto
Stuyvesant Harlem . Chicago D. C.

Learning to count /alphabet
The songs
Spe)lingireading'
Athee learning aspects

Specific Characters

1973 1971

% %

16 20
7 3

1 5

3 2

Big Bird 72 27

Oscar t

27 5

The Cookie Monster
15 -.

Ernie and Bert
6 -

.

.... 1.Gordon . .

1 - -
Mr. Hopper
Susan .

1 3

Snuffaluffagas/the elephgit 1----

Program Specifics
,

Puppets/animals . 3 17
1- 6

Cartoons
Animals

6, 3
.

G
1 7

ames

1973 1971 103 1071 41973

i

14
8

-
2

%

29'

15
-

%

20.
a
2 .

1

%

23
1 ,

-

%

28
5
3

3

67 38 53 52 55
28 8 15 11 7
37' - 18 .- 24
5 -- 11. 6

m

1 - 3 i
4 3 2. 5 dm.

15 - 2 3

' .

23 . 33 7 25 18
I - 4 1

3 - - 6
- 8 1 5

Finding_f18: Vieiaing of-Sesame,Street Among School Age'

Children: Large numbers of children between 6 and 11 continue

to watch Sesame Street after school. In Washington, D. C.,

there is some attrition, 'due perhaps to the tact that the

Electric Company is now available for this age group.

In Bedford Stuyvesant there is no change.

In Chicago and East Harlem, however, a larger percentage f

school age children are watching the program now than ever

before. 53

197

.4.

,1 1
1

60
27

19
, 3
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Base: Older

children

also in household

Watch

Don't watch

. Not sure

Viewing of Sesame Street by Older Children

p

Ledford East : Washington's
Stuyvesant 'Harlem Chicago D. C.

1973 1971 1973 1971 1973 =19711973

45'

1971

50
(100)(100 %)

82 81

14 13

4 6

54 55 . 63 79 58 5g\
atm. (1'00t) (100$) (100%) (frol)

94 73. 93 81 67 80

4 22 6 . 15 26 14

2 '5 1 4 7

Information not available for 19706

Mgt

Finding #19: Frequency of Viewing by Older Children: Not

only do children between 6 and 11 'years of age continue to

watch Sesame Street but they do so on a regular basis. The

majority of older viewers watch the program either daily or at

-least three or four days per week.
54



Frequency of Viewing of Sesame Street by Older Children

- Bedford 0 East Washington
Stuyyesant Harlem `-ehieago D. C.

1973

Older clagdren (6' -12)

. 1973 1971

also in 'householdt, - . 45 50
.

Watch Sesame Street' 37 40

Every day .19 14
3 - 4 times a week 9 11
1 -.2 times a week 6 -- 7
Less than once a

411. week
..

3 8

Not sure. ** -

wt,

0

40

41

19
13

. 4 --

4

1

** Less than.O.St.

1971 1973 1971

55 , 63 79

39 59 64

5 37 "29
16 15 19
13 3-- 3

3 4 . 10 .

2 ** 3

1/ Information not available for 1970.

1973 1971

58 56
.

39 44

13 15
9 15
4 4

13
,

8

** 2

Finding #20: The Impact of Earlier SesameiViewing' 'on School

Age Children: Sesame Street his no been telecast long enough

so that a generation of ghetto viewers are, now in school. To

help evaluate the long term impace.of the program We asked

mothers of school age Children whether they felt watching Sesame

Street in the last few years had made a difference tojeheir,

children.

The result was a strong vote of approval. «

Specific ways in which mothers feel Sesame-Street helped their

children-include: teaching them to count; helping them to

learn the alphabet, and to read; helping prepare them for

school; and, especially among'Spanish speaking mothers, helping

them 'to learn English.
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Effect of Sesame Street on Older Children

Bedford East Washingto4,
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.

Bases Older children
(6-11) also in

6

.household 45 54 63 58
(100%) (100%) ORRTCY (WO

Made difference 81 83 59 55

No difference 3 5 5 4

Never watched 4 2 3 8

Not sure 13 10 33 33

4

Information not available for 1970 or 1971.
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How Sesame Street Helped Children NOW in School

(Base: Mothers who feel Sesame Street made a difference)

Bedford East Washingt
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.

Educational Aspects

-

,

Prepared them.,for school/
created interest in
learning/helped with.
school work 47 33 34

Learned to count 27 28 30

Learned alphabet 24 /22 25
Learned to spell/read/write 17 4 19 14

Helped English /pronunciation 6 11 '12

Learned shapes 1 2 4

Learned about animals 1 2

Learned to sing 2 2 /
Character Building

Learned right and wrong 2 4 2

Helped them grow up 2 2 3

Learned to gekalong with
different Abes 2 2 2

Kept them off the treet , 2 2 1

Finding #21: Spreading the Word About the Electric Company:

School age, children are talking about the Electric Company.

Mothers,/ especially in Bedford Stuyvesant and East Harlem, re-

port that the older children come home talking about the pro-

gram.

29
34
28
14:

tk,

1

1

4

2

1
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Viewing of the Electric Company by Children

6-11 Years of Age at School

Base: iChildren.6-11 Also in Household

Bedford East Washington
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.

f Watch Electric Company at
school 61 53 38 24

Don't watch Electric
Company at school - 19 37 46 57.

Not sure 19 10 15 19

.
Finding #22: -Feedback on the EINtric Company: Many of the ,

mothers of school age children report that their children bring

home reports about the Electric Company. Their reactions are

almost always enthusiastic.

58
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Attitudes of School Age Children About the Electric Company

Bedford East Washingt
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.

ip

Watch Electric Company at school . 61 53 38 24

Positive

Like it/like the thel4song 45 37 29 16
Teaches sounds/grammer/

8 5

2 5

6 -
2 1

**

reading 6 4

Teaches the, numbers /alphabet 3 1

Other educational aspects 1 5

Teachers/Bill Cosby 1 1

Cartoons/entertainment 3 2

NegAtive

All replayi/ddn't like it 2 3

** Less than 0.5%.

A
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Finding #23: Electric Company Penetration Among Children 2-5: 1

Despite its rel7ve newness the Electric COmpany has acquired a.

substdntial audidhcltof children between the ages of 2 and 5 in

all four ghetto areas. Th4 Electric Company scores par,tic-

ularly well in Chicago where it achieved 66 per cent penetra-

tion among preschool age children. In Ilew York a.majority of

the 2 to 5 set also watch the program. In,Washington, D. C.

the Electric Company appears to be running into the same UHF

problems that slowed Sesame Street's penetration, but it still

has attracted a. respectable 23 per cent of preschool children.

Viewing of Electric Company by 2-5 Year Olds

Bedford East Washington,
Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C:

Watch 55 54 66 23

Don't watch 28 39 25 58

Not sure 17 7 9 19

-\\

Finding #24: Frequency of Electric Company Viewing: Clearly

the Eledtric Company is ndt just a one-shot thing among the

younger ghetto children. They not only watch it but dojo on a

regular basis.

The program makes an especially strong showing in Chicago in

terms of frequency as well as penetration.
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When Electric Company Was Last Watched by 2-5 Year Old Children

I,
Bedford East Washingto

Stuyvesant Harlem Chicago D. C.

Watch Electric Company 55

Today or yesterday
_._

28

. 3 - 6 days ago 13

1 - 2' weeks ago 6

Over 2 weeks ago .4

_ Not sure- 4

61

f.

I

54 66 23

23
i

36 9

15 20 5

4 3 3

4 3 3

il 8 4 3
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Pre uenc of Viewin of Electric Compan by 2-5.Year Old Children

Watched Electric Company

Bedford
Stuyvesant

East
Harlem Chicago

Washington
D. C.

within last twoZweeks 47 42 59 17

Once a day or mote 17 17 33 9

4 - 5 times a week 7 7 12 **

2 - 3 times a week 15 13 12 5

Irregularly 4 2 2

Not sure * *

r

** Less than 0.5%.
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'Finding i25: The Main Language Spoken i# Puerto Rican and

Spanish Households in East Harlem: Three out of fourNwpon-

dents of Puerto Rican or Spanish origin in East Harlem say

Spanish is the main language spoken in the home.

4.

MM.

The Main Language in Puerto

Rican and Spanish Homes

in East Harlem

(Base: Puerto Rican' and
Spanish Respondents)

English

Spanish

63

Total

27

4
73

70
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Finding #26: TV Channels -Preferred by Puerto Rican and Spanish

Residents of East Harlem: WNJU (Channel 47) is the favorite

Spanish language station among Eastnarlem residents of Spanish

origin.

Favorite TV Channels Among

East Harlem Residents

of PuerikRican or

Spanish Origin

Total

WXTV (Channel 41) 4

WNJU (Channel 47) 49

All other 47

64

e
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Bedford Stuyvesant -- Mothers' Comments on Sesame Street

"She likes the way they pronounce the words and alphabet."

"It helps my son learn his ABC's and I find it educational for
him."

"It educates the children as far as their alphabet, how to count,
and get along wiph one another."

"I like the way they pronounce words, and the way they pronounce
words so you can spell them, counting and the way they do
figures."

"I like "everything they do -- the games, the funny people they
have on the show). I like the whole show."

"I like the way they teach the words, ABC's, colors. They teach
them what to wear in different seasons."

"It's very educational for the kids. They're very interested
in it The songs, the people, the,numbers, the puppets."

"It's very good, they learn the words and their alphabet and
numbers,"

"It teaches them how to spell and count. It adds a little
humor which is much more enjoyable to learn."

"It teaches them how to count, their alphabet, different songs,
and holds th* child's interest."

"I like it because it teaches them to count. Because today
there are a lot of kids that don't know how to read and it
teaches both Puerto Rican and older kids."

"She learns from it It keeps her interested."

"It's a good program for kids, it teaches them reading."

"It's good for small kids. They start learning before they go
to school."

"The muppets. She has fun while she leains the ABC's, also
numbers, the different languages."

"It helps prepare her for school. The program is very. educational."

/ A

"I like it because it is better than watching Popeye. They are
learning things which are very important to them."

6 5
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Bedford Stuyvesant -- Mothers' Comments on Sesame Street

"They learn something. It is a brainwashing thing, but it is
a good one. My husband and ',watch it also."

"They learn the ABC's. There is_quite a.bit they learn from it."

"I think it is educational and funny."

"I like the way they teach you how to form your words."

dit like the animated characters and the.visual pictures."

"Very educational. It teaches him. how to count and spell."

"I like the leaining skills."

"It's very informative' and holds'their attention, and-is very
creative."

"I like the program because he has. learned how to count and
spell.*

"It shows kids numbers and the alphabet and. how to share with
one another."

"They have learned and have kept themselves entertained."

"Very educational and *lingual."

"It teaches them how to count, the ABC't, to recognize the
capital letters from the small letters, and to get along

. with others."

"I like the way she Tearnedto count, the mix puzzles, the
spelling."

"I like when they show children in the box. I like when they
sing ABC."

"I like it because Michael. enjoys watching it, and it helps him
learn."

S

"It teaches them sounds of words and to read.and write."

"Sesame.Street helps with their education and they speak mote
fluently."

"It's interesting and very educational. It's a good start
before going into school.*
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Bedford Stuyvesant Childrens' Comments on Sesame Street

"I like Sesame Street because of the ABC!s.and.the song Big Bird
sings and the numbers."

"I learn how to count, plus.' sing songs."

"I like Big Bird. He's very funny."

"The Big Bird and the animals. I like all.the animals."

"I like the music and the spelling."

"The singing and the 123."

"Bebause it has different things -- talking. I like Susan,
'Big Bird, Oscar, Cookie Monster.'!

"I like the Big Bird, t6..man with the bald head.",

"The Big Bird, all. the animals and puppets."

"I like the way they sing and count."

"The' numbers and Big Bird."

"I like Oscar. I like all of them."

"I like everything about it."

"Big Bird, Elephant, thman th'at plays basketball."

"I like the songs and the garbage man.",

"X like the funny men -- Ernie and Bert."

. 67
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Bedford_Stuyvesant_r-ilow_Mothers_Feel_Previous Viewing of Sesame

Street Helped .Children Vow_in.School

"A big difference. They respond .more.. They. pick up more through
.Sesame Street....They_learn_guicker."

"He has_improved_in his. math, his.reading_has_reached his grade
.level."

"When they started school,..they.knew.their.ABC1s.and.numbers."

!It gave them a.better.understanding_of_school, and_they learned
how to subtiact numbers."

.4 "It helps.them,come.along.in_their_schooling."

."Suret.it:taught them how.to.spell.differeat_words."

"He learned.a lot.before.starting.schbol."

"They learned ABC's and songs.before going_to.school, which
made them advanced."

"Their speech.is.clearer."

. "Learning.numbers and the alphabet and.expressing themselves."

"It shows them.diffezent letters and_they.know their alphabet."

"My 6 year old can.write-,his_name and_count, and also the 7 yeai
old."

."They have learned how to.associate.with.other.children regardless
of.race, color or creed, and.they can.relate.better to other

.. children."

"They learn,in.a fun way and_theydon!t get-bored."'

"She learned.to.spell and.count."

. "It.helped.them out.a loi withheir-spelling."
OM.

. "He got the_highest.grade.in school.out.of the. rest of the students
. . and he learned.it_from the program."

"He.knows the alphabet.and.learned.sounds and numbers before
he entered school."'
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Bedford Stuvvesant --.How_Mothers Feel Previous View4ng of Sesame

Street.Helped.Children_Now.in.SChool

"He *as better_prepared.for_schOof."

. "Helps her.with her.alphabet.and-numbers."

"It helps all.my.children."

"She bad a,vood.head.start."

"Sesame Street.brings.up_theix-awareness:"

"The kids.learn and.it-holds..their....interest.!

. "Withottt_Sesame Stree4rit.would_take the-children a lot longer,to.
learn."

"She improved in. school."

"Becalise
ABC's

"They've

she's.handicapped, the constant.;epeating of orde and
.help her'in school."

become...aware of certain to school."
.
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.Bedford_Stuyvesant.--7 What Schoolaged_Children_Tell Mothers

..About.The_Electric_Company

"He.likes it"

4 -

"They!ve.seen.it two..or-three-times."-

"She likes.to.iing and_likes.the-program."

"They .like the-program.because.tbey-like-to-sing."

"They like the.singing and.running-around_in_the.program."

"They like.it.and try_to.catch.it.as.often.as_it comes oW

hey.seem,to.like-it and_have learned.to..iingt_numbers and the
_ alphabet."

."Sbe.said shi likes_everything.about it."

"Cartoons."

"They!ve.learned.a lot.of_words_and..sounds.from.the Electric
_Company."

"They learn ldts.of.wordi.."

.!They. like the.irogram_very.much."

"They like it.. They are;sending-ia7pictures.to_iheiSrogram so
it won't be. taken off t1 e.a1r."

"They say.they like it because.it's.an..educational program too."

!They teach nouns,.verbs and_pronounst 1 matchat_myself."
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, East Harlem -- Mothers' Comments on Sesame Street

O

mI think the program is great for learning.. The.children learn
a lot from-the program.'

"I like the way they interest the children."

"The best program on TV for 'preschoolers."

"The Spanish teaching for the older.children_and tie games and
alphabet for the younger children are. very 'good."

"Very educational, goOd method of teaching."

"I like the people and the characters. ,It's_a good program to
help chil4en learn."

"It prepares them for school."'

"Beet thing for children."' -

"Entertaining. Keeps. their inteiest."

"I think it's,a nice program for children and they enjoy watching
it."

"I like the way it's designedto entertain andteach.".

like everything :about the program. He 'learns a lot and enjoys
watching it."

.

A "I like the way it helps them in learning their ABC's and their
numbers." .

. .

"I th'inic it is very good. IX helps being the child out even
when you can't reach him'at home. This show seems to have
the know-how.toIget the child to learn."

- .

.

"'I like the way they rhyme the wl...It makes..it easy for the -

kids to understand."
0 me .

1

"I'like the way. it teaches the children the numbers and ABC's
and different things.. They Seem.to make. them. so interesting." . .

.. "I like the way they teach them the meaning of words and the words. 1

I like the way they associate the.woids with different things." 1

.
.

"I think it's.very nice for children. They learn numbers and
words from watching it." .
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East Harlem.-- Mothers' Comments on Sesame Street

"I think it's educational because it gives them more to think
about than cartoons"

It is 144rning through entertaining is

I like.their ideas on teaching the letters and numbers and'also
that children participate. _It.is_very entertaining so that
.it-doesn't seem like a study program.

It gives them something to do and they learn at the same time
instead of just watching those silly cartoons."

I like it.because o4 the different races.shown.. I think it is
very educational -- it helps withiABC's,,numbers, shapes,
even teaches a different language."
4

It's well.programed and.it gets the.message.over.to the children.
.Their technique is very good." Lr

I like the.songs and the fact that she can identify with some
of the characters, and I.also like the numbers."

Ale the counting and the alphabet. He knows all his ABC's
he can count to 20."

like the animation."

t teaches them sounds of words. It has.helped my child a lot
.in 4elf-control."

t.keeps their minds real alert. They_keep talking all the
time about what. one of the puppets said and how he sang this
.song,or that song, and they remember the words."

not only keeps her busy, but she learns to relate things that
they talk about on TV to the things.around her."

like the way they form words and the way_they break down
words into syllables."

.teaches the child to identify color,..letters. It's on their
level. SOmething that they can associate with."

od program for children to learn what they need to know before
they get into school."

od program. Better than all.those.cral!, cartoons because it

726
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How_Mothers_Feel_Previous.Viewing of sesame Street

Helped Children Now.in.School

."Before she.went.to.school she-already.knew.how_to count and say
ABCs and.also theshape_of.different_ohjects.. This made her

. a little.advanced for_school."

,"They.learned a lot. .They
when they see.them."

"They learned some things.
wouldn't have known."

. learned _to_ read . and _recognize words

from _Sesame_ Street. that..they ordinarily

"Because when they go.to school.they are all.ready for the first
grade_because they.know.words4.their ABC!s_and also their numbers."

"I tried to_teach him how..to.read,.but..I.couldn!t make him under-
stand. Now he.knows_words_just_by looking.at the word."

"It has improved their_reading_ability."

It makes them pay more.ittention to.signs.and things."

It 411y learned faster it seems and things were easier at school
because they already knew.a lot of things the teacher was
teaching."
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Chicago -- Childrens' Comments on Sesame Street

"I like to look at it. The Elephant.an&-Big Bird.- The Elephant
has snow on him."

"I like all of them."

"Three, fourthe horse."

"I like stories."

"I learned (he sings a song).. I.likewhen.they sing at the end."

"Their play songs."

"I like when the. three in the group sing and 10.ght."

"I learned to count."

"I like the muppets."

I like the Monster. I like Oscar. He's funny."

"Oscar and Big Bird. I like. them. I like the puppets."

410 "1 love the.Cookie Monster and the songs."

"I love Oscar and the Cookie Monster, and the frog. The way
they sing and dance and the.numbers and everything."

"I like the Big Bird. I think he's silly._ And the puppets and
Oscar in the trashican.

"Big Bird, he plays with the kids on Sesame Street. The Big
Elephant. And the Cookie Man,. he eats all the cookies. They
play outside in the snow."

"I like all of it. Big Bird, he goes to sleep. and then he gets
up looking for. everybody."

"I like the whole family."

"I like the one that makes the lights go off."
4

"I like the colors and the songs with the numbers, and the ugly
Big bird."

"I like the puppets and the big ugly bird.and the dancing and
singing."
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Chicago -- Childrens! Comments on. Sesame Street

"r like the frog and the Cookie Monster and, the music."

"Oscar, Rover, Big Bird, Cookie Monster."

"Shoe from old Mother Hubbard."

_ "I learned the ABC's (recited them)."
_

"Big Bird. He throws the ball. and. the. cookie man eats the cookies."

"I like Ernie and Bert,
t

the Big Bird, the way she dances." .

"I like Big Bird because he talks funny. Cookie Monster eats up
all the cookies every time you lay 6 or .3 cookies on a table."

"I like,Grumpy and Big Bird."

"I like Oscar. He doesn't like rain."

-
1

i

I
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How Mothers Feel Previous Viewing.of Sesame Street

Helped Children Now-in.School

"It teaches.them.to.share,,cooperation and _family living."

"When she.started_school, she_alrady.knew many things."

"She knew how.to.count."

"Well my nephew started.school.when.hemas.four. He's now in
second grade and.he's.on the 4th grade.reading level. `He

knows how to_count_in.Spanish. Yes,.Sesame Street has.helped
. him."

"It.helps them with.their,lesson.and_their.nubbers, and how to
pronounce the words more plainly."

"It helped him with the.alphabet."

"It helped him_with.shapes, the.alphabet and the numbers."

"It helped her a lot. She gets.a lot.of hints fox her homework.
If it wasn't for that.show, I'd throw the TV out."

"Oh yes it helped. H6 likes to write.letters. He takes a piece
of paper and starts writing letters that.he sees on TV, and
he reads signs.outside '.'danger" "exit"., and he says he saw

on Sesame Street."
o

"She understood things before.she went.to.school."

"It helps them a lot.to.read and write."

"He ].earned how to do math."

"It helped me to get them.to do their homework. .They'd watch it
for a while, then.they would.do.their homework."

"They learned the ABC's.by watching Sesame.Street.. They learned
how to count."

"My 11 year old speaks and understands,English very. well."

"It helped With ,the numbers."

"Watching it he has learned how,to.count better and his ABC's.
They also got a poster from school with all the characters on
it from Sesame Street and it.taught him words."

"It helped him to pronounce words better. .He has a speech problem.
Sometimes it's hard for us.to get.through to them, but the
program does."
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Chicagd..1.- How Mothers_Feel_Previous_Viewing.of-Sesame Street

110 Helped Children Now .in .School

."Because the .things they learned on-Ses e_Street helped them to
do better.work.when.they.started_sch ol."

"They are more.aware now of. what to expect when they reach school
than when the program was not on-TV."

"It helTled her.to.learn how.to_count."

"The program.is.very beneficial.. .I. think they should keep it on
television."

."They_learned.wordS.which were_useful for_school work."

"It is-helping them. w, the letters r-_to. know them when they
see them."

I
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Chicago -- What Schoolaged Children Tell Mothers About The

Electric..Company

11F

"Older children.like.this_program_better.. They ate in school and
know what to.do. with _the_subject_ matter..of. this program."

"She likes_Easy.Reader.;.Bill.Cosby.-.Easy Reader .helps Clarisa
to read."

"The children like_watching.at_school_on_Tues6ys.and Thursdays."

"They.show.some_goolLpictures."

"It!s

has_more.words_than-Sesama...Street.. It. helps_ me. learn the
.sounds."

. "They tell me the Electric.Company.is.very.good... They said it
. was.an.interesting program,so.I..looked_it_up_in the TV Guide."

."Likes the little kids dancing.andsinging."

"They like it. They like the cook."

"They like the one that.cooks and the detective."

"They.like the sounds and the cartoons and.they.sing."

"The English teacher recommended it."

"They like the songs and the_dancing and the new words they
teach. Especially the dancing. Re.also likes the riddles."

. "She's older now and it's more..interesting for.her."
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Oghington, D.C. -- Mothers' Comments on Sesame Street

"It's a nice program for children. It's funny."

"It's educational."

"They learn a lot from it -- speech and things like that."

"It's educational -- the alphabet, numbers, identifying things,
children of different races playing together."

"It helps them to learn. It holds their interest, and there's
no violence. It really helps them."

"It helps them get ready for school. They learn the ABC's and
numbers."

I'

It has things the children can learn -- and no violence, like
the new programs."

is nice for them. A shows them games."

"It to dies them a lot. Even the 2 year old knows his ABC's
nd how to count."

"It's pretty interesting, helps keep studies up -- counting, how
many are there. Sometimes they see things on TV that they're
learning at school. They note that and repeat it with the
set." 4

"The whole show is interesting. My 5 year old knows her ABC's --
knows and recognizes them. The show helps a lot."

"It's educational and entertaining."

"It helps them learn a lot -- how to count, spell, and they like
to watch it.

"I like the way thuse pictures and letters to familiarize
them with words rand especially they like characters."

"It's very educational. The songs and dances are very nice."

"It teaches counting, colors, ABC's, different shapes and sizes.
Repeating after the show helps her learn words."

"I like the see and do portion."
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1pington, D.C.' -- Childrens' Comments on SesameoStreet

"The puppets, my ABC's and my numbers. They helped me do my
numbers."

"I like the elephanto.the monsters. I like 'all of them." .

"I like Big Bird."

"I like Big Bird, the house, the Cookie Monster."

"I like Oscar and Big Bird!"

"The chicken, the worm."

"I like Big Bird, Cookie Monster, Green Grouch, numbers, songs."

"I like numbers, letters, words, Big Bird, Muppets,, Cookie
Monster,Ernie and Bert."

"I talk with it."

"The ABC's. .I like the puppets."

110. puppets, Big Bird, counting, spelling."

'Me frog, I like the Cookie Monster."'

"I like the Big Bird."

"I *rite. I.like Big Bird."

"I like Ernie and Big Bird and Bert."

"I like mupPets, -Big Bird.,- everything."

"Animals, counting, songs."

"I like Big Bird, Cookie Monster, songs, counting, alphabet."

"I like. the animals,o songk, the ftouse.".

"Cookie Monster."-
0

"Big aird, children."

"I like to look at it. I like the Big Bird. 61 like to see.
it on TV.". .

6

,Sig Bird, numbers, 12345678, ABCDEFGH."

ABC:'0011
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-.Washington, D.C. -- What Schoolaged Children Tell Mothers About
11

The Electric_Cornpany

"Likes it.. They spell words and then get.their_definitions."

"They spell, say.things they hear.. They.like.it."

"He likes it He hasn't told md,muchdabout-it,.really, but
know he likes it."

"She likes the way they talk."

"They l* ike.it very,much."

"They like the people on it. They_sayJdifferent.words, in
French and things."

e

4
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